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To order, please contact your HarperCollins sales representative,  
call 1-800-C-Harper, or fax your order to 1-800-822-4090.  

prices and availability subject to change. 

Guide prepared by Kate Coxon, teacher at  
San antonio School in San Jose, California. 

For exclusive information on your favorite  
authors and artists, visit www.authortracker.com.
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Books by Laura Ruby A Selected Bibliography

About the Author

Laura Ruby is the acclaimed author of two teen novels, 
as well as several books for children and adults. Her books 
have sold in england, australia, Italy, France, Germany, 
Denmark, Serbia, and Montenegro, and her children’s  
fantasy The Wall and the Wing is currently in development 
for release as an animated feature. raised in suburban New 
Jersey, Laura now lives in Chicago with her family. please 
visit her online at www.lauraruby.com.
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Play Me
By Laura Ruby

Play Me
Tr 978-0-06-124327-1 • $16.99 ($18.50)
What happens when a player gets played? In this 
beautifully written, utterly honest teen novel, 
Laura Ruby explores love and heartbreak from 
the guy’s point of view.

Good Girls
Tr 978-0-06-088223-5 • $16.99 ($19.99)
Lb 978-0-06-088224-2 • $17.89 ($20.89)
Pb 978-0-06-088225-9 • $8.99 ($11.25)
H “Young adults will want this book for its  
 popularity and its frank, realistic portrayal   
 of teen life.”        —VOYA (starred review)
• ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers  
• Book Sense Pick
•  New York Public Library Book for the Teen Age

The Chaos King
Tr 978-0-06-075258-3 • $16.99 ($19.99)
Lb 978-0-06-075259-0 • $17.89 ($20.89)
H “ In a time when teen fantasy novels 

proliferate, this series is an exceptional 
standout.”  —VOYA (starred review)

The Wall and the Wing
Tr 978-0-06-075255-2 • $16.99 ($19.99)
Pb 978-0-06075257-6 • $6.99 ($8.75)
H “ Witty and ironic, Ruby’s sharp writing 

propels the story to an exhilarating 
climax . . . an over-the-top mystery  
adventure.”  —VOYA (starred review)

•  New York Public Library Book for the Teen Age

Lily’s Ghosts
Pb 978-0-06-051831-8 • $5.99 ($7.50)
“ A slightly spooky, romantic mystery . . .  
[that] is capped by the rarest of animals:  
a twist ending that is totally earned.”  
                                        —Kirkus Reviews

• Edgar Allan Poe Award Nominee  
• Parent’s Choice Silver Honor  
• Chicago Public Library Best of the Best  
• New York Public Library Book for the Teen Age
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6.  eddy has strong beliefs about what’s hot. He says, “I like 
the tall cool ones, you know? I like red lipstick lips and 
long legs in fishnets. I like tiny tattoos hidden like gifts 
at the small of the back” (p. 37). Do these sorts of girls 
exist in high school? How does the media change our 
perception of what’s attractive and attainable? Is it hard 
to settle for something less if you have a clear image of 
perfection?

7.  although eddy is joking when he says, “Sometimes I 
fear for the future of america,” is there something deeper 
behind his comment (p. 67)? Are you worried about the 
future of america, given the way teenagers are portrayed 
in Play Me? Does your opinion change as the story 
unfolds? What do you think the characters will be like 
in five years?

8.  What role do movies and quotes play for eddy and 
his friends? To what extent do movies influence their  
conversations, providing a script for their interactions? 
Could eddy be eddy without the quotes? Do you cite 
movies or other media in your daily life? 

9.  What makes Riot Grrl 16 interesting, and what gets the 
best ratings? Why would people not want to watch 
Happy Wholesome Grinning Girl 16? What’s riveting 
about riot?

10.  Sometimes eddy and his friends make questionable 
decisions about what to film. When do the issues of 
consent and privacy arise? What do eddy’s actions 
suggest about his ethics? Do you think the popularity 
of reality TV has changed people’s notion of what is or 
what should be private?

11.  The first time eddy kisses Lucinda, he visualizes how the 
scene would look on film. Can you be fully present in a 
moment if you’re also thinking about how it would look 
on screen? Does eddy’s desire to film things make him 
more or less a part of his own life? are there things that 
memory can capture but film cannot?

12.  Discuss gender roles in Play Me. What does eddy see 
as the typical role of a guy? Does he expect something 
different from girls? reread the first chapter of the novel. 
How many of eddy’s jokes are related to gender? What 
do these jokes reveal about eddy and his friends?

About the Book

eddy knows what he wants: He plans to make it big by 
winning an online contest with his over-the-top video 
satire, Riot Grrl 16, and he also plans to win the heart  
of beautiful, unattainable Lucinda Dulko. But finding  
success is not as easy or rewarding as eddy hopes. 
Bursting with pop culture references and everyone’s 
favorite movie quotes, Play Me encourages readers to 
think about what’s attractive, what’s valuable, and what 
it means for people to have real, honest interactions  
with one another.

Discussion Questions

1.  What are eddy’s goals, and what does being “big” 
mean to him? Does it matter to eddy how he becomes  
successful?

2.  How does eddy respond to the Tin Man’s criticism? What 
would you do if you were in his shoes? eddy’s reactions 
to the groupies’ online praise and the Tin Man’s censure 
change throughout the story. When does he tend to 
seek feedback from a particular side? What are your own  
reactions to praise and criticism? Do you tend to believe 
one more than the other?

3.  Describe eddy’s family. How does he interact with the 
Meatball? How do the adults show that they care for 
the two boys? perhaps surprisingly, corpses have a hefty 
metaphoric weight in the story. What distinct things do 
dead bodies represent in the lives of eddy, his brother, 
and his mother?

4.  Gina has a problem: “everyone mixes her up with her 
character” (p. 59). To what extent is that statement true 
of all people in high school? Can altering your persona (or 
playing up the strongest parts of your personality) change 
who you are underneath?

5.  are you on MySpace, like Sonya and eddy? What are the 
advantages of being part of a social networking site? Does 
writing a profile encourage you to create an alter ego, or 
to accurately portray what’s most important about you?

Extension Activities

1.  Manipulate, Manipulate. eddy defends Lucinda to 
Gina, but Gina doesn’t buy it: She presses him on “the 
real stuff,” like whether Lucinda chewed with her mouth 
open or picked her toenails. Choose a friend to film and 
gather footage (with your friend’s consent). Edit the film in 
such a way that you present viewers with two contrasting  
portrayals, one good and one bad. Can you manipulate 
the footage in order to present what you want, regardless 
of what really happened?

2.  Press Play, Press Pause. When eddy compares video  
footage of Lucinda’s tennis match to still shots, he 
notices different things: When Lucinda is moving she’s 
as graceful as a ballerina, but when frozen she’s a  
warrior (p. 221). Examine one of your favorite film scenes 
frame-by-frame. How many different kinds of images can 
you isolate? How does your thinking change when you’re 
focused on the still frames?

3.  The Top Ten. eddy and his friends love to make lists.  
Create ten “Top Ten” lists of your own about movie-to- 
life connections. perhaps the top ten movies that could 
be set at your high school or in your hometown. Or 
the top ten movies featuring actors or actresses whom  
you (or Eddy) might wish to date. Compare your lists  
to a friend’s. What’s your reaction when your friend 
remembers a film or a scene you forgot to include?

4.  Riot Writers. Script an episode of Riot Grrl 16. place 
your story within the narrative arc as you know it (your 
episode could come either before or after eddy’s grand 
finale). Make the script as realistic as possible by giv-
ing stage directions where appropriate, making a list of  
necessary props, and considering where you might shoot 
your episode. What else would be required of you before 
you could produce your show?

5.  Pitch Me. When the Jumping Frenchmen of Maine  
visit the MTV studios, everyone pitches outrageous  
ideas. Choose a book, movie, or TV show that you admire. 
Can you write a 100-word pitch that would convince 
someone it’s worth producing? Can you do the same with 
an original idea? What does it do to your creative thought 
when you’re forced to sell yourself?


